Plan Commission
Meeting Agenda June 28, 2022
6:30 pm – Village Hall Court Room
3930 N. Murray Ave., Shorewood WI 53211
Written comments on any of the following agenda items may be submitted to
bgriepentrog@shorewoodwi.gov through 3:00 pm the day prior to the meeting. Comments received prior to
the deadline will be shared with the Plan Commission. Comments after that deadline will need to be shared
verbally within the meeting during available public comment periods.

1.

Call to order.

2.

Approval of April 26, 2022 meeting minutes.

3.

Update on Commercial Zoning Update – Presentation of Task 2 (Public Design Process)

4.

Future agenda items.

5.

Adjournment.

Dated at Shorewood, Wisconsin, this 21st day of June, 2022
Village of Shorewood
Toya Harrell, Village Clerk

Should you have any questions or comments regarding any item on this agenda, please contact Bart
Griepentrog, Planning Director, Planning & Development Department, at (414) 847-2640. Upon reasonable
notice, efforts will be made to accommodate the needs of all persons.
It is possible that members of and possibly a quorum of members of other governmental bodies of the
municipality may be in attendance at the above stated meeting to gather information; no action will be taken
by any governmental body at the above stated meeting other than the governmental body specifically
referred to above in this notice.

Plan Commission
Meeting Minutes
April 26, 2022

1.

Call to order.

3930 N. Murray Avenue, Village of Shorewood, WI 53211
DRAFT

The meeting was called to order at 6:31 p.m.
Present: President McKaig – Chair, Trustee Couto (arrived at 6:33 p.m.), Commissioners
Klein, Kiely Miller, Pollack, Wycklendt
Others present: Planning Director Griepentrog, Planning Administrative Clerk Kopydlowski.
2.

Approval of March 22, 2021 meeting minutes.
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the minutes, seconded by Ms. Kiely Miller. Vote to
approve 6-0.

3.

Consideration of Conditional Use Permit application for an event center at
commercial property 1200 E. Capitol Dr., Suite 100 in the Village of Shorewood,
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. TAX ID 240-9977-000.
a. Overview
Mr. Griepentrog gave an overview of the item per the memo provided. Mr. Mark Kivley was
present.
b. Public Hearing
President McKaig opened the public hearing at 6:39 p.m. With no comment the public
hearing was closed at 6:39 p.m.
c. Plan Commission recommendation
Mr. Wycklendt asked if anything had occupied the space previously. Mr. Kivley said he
purchased the building in 2001 and it was empty at that time and has remained empty.
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the Conditional Use Permit application for an event center
at commercial property 1200 E. Capitol Dr., Suite 100, based on meeting the conditions
stipulated in 535-25C; seconded by Mr. Pollack.
Ms. Klein asked if the space will be ADA accessible. Mr. Kivley stated the bathrooms being
designed will be ADA accessible and that the front of the building is accessible by ramps.
He stated the building also has an elevator.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if a liquor license will be/has been applied for. Mr. Kivley stated he
will not be applying for a liquor license and all food and drink will be provided by caterers.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked about music being allowed. Ms. Kiely Miller asked about any
restrictions on who could use the space. Mr. Kivley said the space would be mostly for
small simple events such as Boy/Girl Scouts, birthday parties, office parties and viewing
parties. Ms. Kiely Miller asked if the space would operate like an Airbnb where the renter
would get a code/key to enter and would be responsible for cleanup. Mr. Kivley said yes.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked how the space will be booked. Mr. Kivley stated the space would be
reserved through his office manager on site.
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President McKaig said this is exciting and a great use of the space and would like to
activate that street corner.
Tr. Couto asked if there had been any contact with the police department about this new
after-hours establishment. Mr Griepentrog said internally they are aware of the application
but he will follow up with the department.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if those renting the space are allowed to bring in alcohol/beer and if
this would be a problem without the center having a license. Mr. Griepentrog stated that is a
question for the clerk. He added that if a caterer has a liquor license, they are allowed to
bring that into the space.
Vote to approve 6-0.
4.

Consideration of compatibility of an orthodontic clinic within the Planned
Development District at 4161 N. Oakland Ave. per 535-22C(1).
a. Overview
Mr. Griepentrog gave an overview of the item per the memo provided. Dr. Ami Inoue and
Jeff Brown (General Capital Group) were present.
b. Public comment
President McKaig asked if there were any public comments at 6:52 p.m. There were no
public comments provided.
c. Plan Commission deliberation
President McKaig clarified that there is a list of preferred uses (not prohibited) and a clinic is
a conditional use permit. She said this is before the Plan Commission for compatibility and
not for conditional use because it is in the Planned Development District. She said that
because the Commission approves conditional use applications for clinics and because the
Commission is a quasi-judicial body, substantial evidence would be needed to find this
clinic incompatible. She asked if staff having no concerns meant they did not find any
evidence of incompatibility. Mr. Griepentrog stated that was correct.
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the compatibility of the proposed orthodontic clinic within
the Planned Development District at 4161 N. Oakland Ave., based on effectuating the
intended purpose of the Zoning Chapter; seconded by Tr. Couto.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if the business was compatible with the commercial district or the
other businesses in the building. Mr. Griepentrog provided the specific code language.
President McKaig said there are preferred uses but no clause in the developer agreement
that prohibits this use.
Ms. Kiely Miller said her concern was with the business being only open two days a week
and then there being quiet dark space in the evening that does not have the same street life
as the other tenants. President McKaig said that this is difficult because a subjective
standard is being applied that has not been applied to other clinics. Mr. Wycklendt said this
would be livelier than a vacant space.
Mr. Griepentrog said that the Village Manager is the body in charge of approving uses that
are not listed as preferred and she has offered her approval. He said what is before the
Commission is not vibrancy but compatibility with existing uses.
Vote to approve 6-0. This item will be before the Village Board on May 2, 2022.
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5.

Consideration of recommendation of proposed amendments clarifying “Site
restriction” regulations related to “green space” requirements contained within
Article III General Provisions of Chapter 535 Zoning of the Shorewood Village Code.
a. Overview
Mr. Griepentrog gave an overview of the item per the memo provided and slide
presentation. He explained any new information since the last discussion was added to the
memo and code amendment wording with red text. He explained that staff is seeking to
clarify that the regulations in 535-9F were adopted with respect to residentially zoning
districts. He provided the original ordinance language that was adopted in 1985 that
generally relates to neighborhood attractivity and does not specify large scale changes to
the commercial district. He added that the commercial districts are further regulated by the
Central District Design Guidelines that were adopted in 2006. These guidelines include
streetscape guidelines but no lot landscaping guidelines. These guidelines do not imply that
30% of commercial lots are intended to be covered with greenspace.
Mr. Griepentrog provided two options for amending the code. The first option relocates
“green space” requirements and clarifies its applicability to residentially-zoned lots. The
second option updates the section description of “Decks, patios, porches and driveways” to
relate to residentially-zoned lots, relocates “green space” requirements within the section
and includes clarification of “organic matter”.
b. Public comment
President McKaig asked if there were any public comments.
Mr. Scott Kraehnke, 4483 N. Frederick Avenue, (Chair – Design Review Board (DRB)) said
this topic came before DRB during discussion of a multi-family development and said Mr.
Griepentrog had pointed out the inconsistencies in the code. After reviewing the code, the
DRB committee agreed that the driveway section was to be interpreted as applying to
residentially zoned lots. Mr. Kraehnke said the DRB had also discussed green roofs and
how in other municipalities this counts towards green space requirements. He said this was
even a suggestion of a committee member for one of the multi-family redevelopments. He
said they did not require a green roof but thought it would have been a good addition for the
residents. Mr. Kraehnke said the committee members all agreed that the green space code
was meant for smaller spaces not larger commercial spaces.
Mr. Griepentrog clarified that this is not intended to change any current practices but rather
to confirm how staff have been operating/administering the code as only applying to
residential. He said changes to practices (green roofs qualifying) should be contemplated
during the current commercial zoning update.
c. Plan Commission recommendation
Mr. Wycklendt asked about the “organic matter” change. Mr. Griepentrog said this was a
request of the building inspector because they look at entire landscaped areas when
calculating green space requirements. When patio permits are reviewed for green space
requirements the inspectors have always included mulched areas and other things of that
nature in the calculations. This clarifies what the village has been enforcing. Mr. Wycklendt
asked if permeable pavers would not count against the 30%. Mr. Griepentrog said this has
never been defined but that typically permeable pavers used for a driveway or patio have
counted against the green space requirement. The greenspace has been interpreted as
landscaping. Mr. Griepentrog said driveways and patios have been counted as structures
not landscaped area. There has never been a distinction of permeable or non-permeable
patios/driveways.
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Ms. Kiely Miller liked the inclusion of “organic” and mentioned residents asking questions
about artificial grass on social media. Mr. Griepentrog said the department gets questions
about various materials often. Ms. Kiely Miller referenced previous code changes regarding
patios. She asked if this is the matter that was before the Board of Appeals a couple weeks
ago. Mr. Griepentrog said it was one aspect of that appeal but that night the technology was
not working and the meeting was deferred until June. She asked if this change was being
made so that it is clear what is required for residential properties. She asked if anything
having to do with a commercial should be addressed during the form-based zoning update.
Mr. Griepentrog said currently the Central District Commercial Design Guidelines are what
the Design Review Board uses to review commercial improvements. That will still be on the
books until the commercial zoning code update choses to update/modify and during that
update process is when discussions regarding commercial district changes should occur.
Tr. Couto asked if there was a reason to update this particular code before the update to
the commercial zoning code. Mr. Griepentrog said this is a clarification and not an update.
The commercial zoning update project is looking at modifying the standards which is
separate than interpretation of current code. He said in the meantime staff still needs to
interpret the current code. This also is not changing anything just clarifying how it has
always been interpreted.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if any language should be included to say what residential properties
this applies to. Mr. Griepentrog said it would apply to R1-R10 but kept the language of
“residentially zoned” because the zoning districts are broken out by residential and
commercial.
Ms. Klein moved to recommend the proposed amendments clarifying “Site restriction”
regulations related to “green space” requirements contained within Article III General
Provisions of Chapter 535 Zoning of the Shorewood Village Code. Mr. Griepentrog asked
which version Ms. Klein was recommending. Ms. Klein clarified she was recommending the
second version that included “organic material” specified. Ms. Kiely Miller seconded the
motion.
Mr. Wycklendt asked if including “organic material” was opening things up to interpretation if
someone wanted to get creative. Mr. Griepentrog said he was open to suggestions. Tr.
Couto asked if the commission was generally in agreement that it is better to have some
sort of language indicating “organic matter/material” to provide direction to the Village
Board. President McKaig said this is about a 30% requirement and so the intent it to make
sure residents are not short changed for the amount of landscaping area they have and
meeting that percentage requirement. She said the point is taken and suggested that if
there is an industry standard, that could handle this. Mr. Wycklendt said something is being
added that has never been challenged. Mr. Griepentrog said the clarification is coming not
because of the “organic material’ language and it could be removed and researched more
to progress forward now.
Tr. Couto agreed with Ms. Klein’s original motion.
Ms. Kopydlowski read back the motion as “Ms. Klein moved to recommend the proposed
amendments clarifying “Site restriction” regulations related to “green space” requirements
contained within Article III General Provisions of Chapter 535 Zoning of the Shorewood
Village Code opting for option two including the language “organic matter”.
Vote to approve 6-0.
6.

Update on Commercial Zoning Update
4
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Mr. Griepentrog provided an update on the working group meetings, the public workshop
that occurred, the upcoming public workshops and the draft document titled What Have You
Heard? which is a summary of the process so far from the consultant.
Tr. Couto asked if is was possible to get the raw data the consultant used to put together
the draft document summary. Mr. Griepentrog stated he would ask her during their next
meeting about the update.
7.

Future agenda items.
Mr. Griepentrog stated he is anticipating one application and if that was submitted by the
deadline a May meeting would be scheduled.

8.

Adjournment.
Trustee Couto moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:38 p.m. Seconded by Mr. Pollack. Vote to
adjourn 6-0.

Recorded by,

Crystal Kopydlowski
Planning Department Administrative Clerk
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WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

KEY ACTION ITEMS FROM THE PROCESS SO FAR:

Key points culled from meetings and listening sessions with the working group, village trustees, the Business Improvement District, and
members of the village’s Plan Commission, Community Development Authority, and the Design Review Board.

BROAD THEMES
AGREEMENT from all that the current
zoning and design guideline system of
project approval is not working as desired;
a better way of regulating and approving
new buildings and renovations is needed.
PREDICTABILITY is key. It has the
potential to rebuild trust, entice higher
quality development, retain the village’s
desirability, assure community members,
and increase equitable development.
Keep getting BETTER. Embrace inevitable
change proactively giving clear, thoughtful
directions, and providing economic
support to the village as a whole.
Reinforce the WALKABILITY and
VITALITY of the village by focusing on the
public realm. Support reasonably scaled
development that can support a high level
of pedestrian activity and provide housing
to support affordability, diversity, and the
village economy.
Build HIGH QUALITY, SUSTAINABLE,
ADAPTABLE buildings. Few opportunities
exist for redevelopment. New buildings
should be built to last 100 years, so it’s
important to get the design right now.
Ground the new code in the COMMUNITY
VISION, staged by the comprehensive
plan and reflecting the context of the
village.

April 17, 2022

THE NEW CODE SHOULD:
CLEAR, PREDICTABLE
REGULATIONS & PROCESS
• Be clear, organized, and understandable
for stakeholders -- residents, designers,
developers, staff, officials.
• Include regulations in tables for ease of
use and comparisons.
• Illustrate regulations with simple
diagrams to increase the predictability
and convey expectations for built results
without designing the buildings.
• Be objective and regulatory, not just
guidelines.

SIMPLER APPROVAL PROCESSES
• Have a clear path to approval, reducing
the number of steps for a project that
meets the regulations and limiting
the need for negotiations processes,
especially outside the public forum.
• Simplify the process for renovations that
meet the code.

HIGH QUALITY, APPROPRIATELY
SCALED BUILDINGS
• Treat the unique districts within the
larger context of the corridors discretely.
• Address how older buildings can be
brought up to date without covering up
architectural details.
• Maintain building heights defined in the
current zoning code, considering story
step-backs and building setbacks where
abutting residential houses.
• Consider an additional story in specific
contexts where impacts would be very
limited, and through a more complex,
but highly transparent approval process.
• Ensure high quality building facade
materials, not false, composite materials.
Limit relief from strict compliance
of materials regulations to ensure
predictability.
• Limit the number of building facade
materials to keep buildings simple and
elegant.

• Limit relief from strict conformance to
the regulations to ensure a level playing
field for all and increase predictability.

AFFORDABLE PLACES FOR
PEOPLE TO LIVE

• Require submittal of a complete
application, illustrating how the
project meets the regulations for
approvals. Consider levels of submittal
requirements for different activities (site
improvements, facade renovations, new
construction).

• Ensure that upper stories of mixed-use
buildings are easily used for residential.

• Clarify responsibilities for project review
and approvals.

• Allow a mix of housing types along the
corridors in areas specific designated
for ground story residential.
• Maintain current clusters of housing
along the corridor, as existing affordable
housing options.

FOCUS ON THE PUBLIC REALM
• Proactively locate buildings and parking
on the lots to create more predictable
site designs oriented to the sidewalk
and the public realm of the street.
• Prescribe high levels of transparency
(clear glass) and permeability
(entrances) between interior people
spaces in the building and pedestrians
on the sidewalk.
• Allow a broad mix of uses, but focus
storefronts and active uses in ground
stories to reinforce walkable districts
already established. In non-storefront
buildings, locate amenities and other
active spaces on the ground story, front
facades.
• Support the implementation of the
streetscape, requiring wider sidewalks
in locations where little pedestrian area
exists (along Capitol).
• Locate parking and loading on the site
to limit conflicts with pedestrians and
reduce the visual impacts of vehicular
activities.
• Allow for small civic spaces, such as
courtyards, places for people to gather
and sit along the streetscape.
• Consider effects of new buildings on
the local environment, including the
public realm for the bird population!
(Shorewood is a Bird City.)
• Reduce impacts of auto-oriented uses,
such as drive-throughs, or disallow in
appropriate sections of the corridors.

STOREFRONT BUILDINGS
Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

TOP 8 STOREFRONT IMAGES

1
Roof line - not flat, roof pediment, will age well, classic
design, windows align in placement & design, all glass
with awnings, interesting
Has base, middle, top, awnings, entrance; vertical
difference in the facade

2
Like the outdoor eating and greenery, nice materials, nice
windows and vertical lines
Varied materials & colors, roof line, datum ties buildings
together, window variety, more vertical feel on street

51
Good trees, sidewalk, seating
Modern materials, not high, level of detailing

6
Open space, green space, outdoor eating, mini plazas

3
Balcony, good angles, color, materials, work well w/
Shorewood
Breaking down the scale with roof, Good height, not
gimmicky, dormers pastiche, Like this style top floor windows
Positive, materials, roof line, inviting, trees

4
Though not at all creative, the masonry and cadence would
work well on Oakland.
Positive, windows aligned, corner balcony=used space, brick,
rounded glass, peaked eaves

7

Brick is nice, roof line is attractive
Trees, roof - peaks, brick, windows, uniformity of materials &
design

8
Depth is nice compared with 17 [flat streetwall]
Uniformity of materials is good but too long, boxy, likes
rhythm

May 10, 2022

MID-RANKED STOREFRONT IMAGES

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Too many styles & colors, too suburban

Ground floor not designed for retail - office
Details at roof important - either cap or projecting

17
Very cool, roof accent, doesn’t feel as dense, Great use of
upstairs space, interesting space, Good transparency for
1st floor retail, makes up for limited green space
Positive, modern - but not too much, open space breaks
up spaces, creative **but not in Shorewood **

18
Well integrated
Breaking down scale to multiple smaller buildings

Upper floors, too flat - monolithic, office park vs city scale

Muddled design, mixed materials, the worst

19

20
Okay, materials uniformity, variety of shapes together, too
many setbacks/going on

Results from Second Community
Workshop held May 4, 2022.
Images are organized in order
of their average score and
comments are the raw comments
recorded during the small group
discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image
when referencing with any
comments.

MID-RANKED STOREFRONT IMAGES

21
Street zone

22
All access for people of all abilities

25

No roof detailing

26
Like inset balconies, different size windows, different
materials along facade

Terrible

29

24

23

30

27

28

31

32

Positive, awning, window details, irregular roof

Retail spaces suitable for Oakland but not necessarily
Capitol

Would replace yellow living space
Negative - materials, sun shades didn’t like, too boxy

Results from Second Community
Workshop held May 4, 2022.
Images are organized in order
of their average score and
comments are the raw comments
recorded during the small group
discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image
when referencing with any
comments.

33

34
Dated and suburban
Split, more residential, doesn’t look mixed-use

35
Potential, but less refined than slide 10 [red brick with
pitched roofs and dormers

36
Like this for the green space
Small windows, lack of depth
Scale is too massive, 1st floor is Great!

Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

BOTTOM 8 STOREFRONT IMAGES

37

38
Negative, flat - not interesting, no dimension, no detailing
in architecture

41
Blank wall, siding + brick doesn’t work, no windows
Mixed brick and siding
Blah street front, no features on street, interesting
windows don’t face street

39
Color contrast, like the use of glass in storefronts
Monotonous

42
Colors are loud, too modern, dark & dense
Color, bright, vibrant, sized windows
Too modern, boxy, 1 positive

40
Negative, color, balcony not for everyone

43
Ugly, covered up windows
Awful
Too long & repetitive, no entrance, not enough roof
variation, imposing monolithic wall of concrete

44
Too big & dense, scale is off
Materials = looks cold, scale - too long, flat surface, no
interesting features, no relief

GENERAL BUILDINGS
Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

TOP 8 GENERAL BUILDING IMAGES
Like brick,
materials, more
traditional
Good, tall &
narrow
Nice materials,
base middle, top
Ornamental
parapet,
verticality,
middle ___?,
balconies

46

45

Like street level, small village, quaint, greenery
Like first floor level of detail and more historic style
+ white, windows good, green good

49
Gimmicky
Like massing, not lawn, inviting, gables [should be brick,
not siding, see overall note above]

47

48

Too traditional arch., but great street feel
Like greenery, balconies, materials, roof line, street level
Like roof line, columns - porch detail, stone lentils
Scale too long

Right good & roof line, quality construction, like greenery
Likes windows

51

52

50
Good depth, greenery, variety, rhythm, main street village look Nice design
Good setback, residential design & scale, not enough
Like the use of curved lines and colors
setback, roof line blends well into neighborhood, ample green Ages well, looks old, big white building
space, broken up roof line helps scale, multiple entrances
Cheap materials

Don’t like corner balconies

MID-RANKED GENERAL BUILDING IMAGES

53

54

57
Cheap looking materials, flat
Setback with green space and step backs

Cheap materials, don’t like colors
Cheap materials, generic
Cheap looking, pasted on features, generic
Cookie cutter, developer grade, suburban
Likes unjulation

Looks like cheap hotel, but grass is good

Bad window pattern

Too massive, too repetitive

56

55
Like glass, brick base, wood warm, Not trying too hard
Good rhythm, not too busy, appropriate for res w/no store

58

59

Like green spaces and ground level balconies
Good materials, I don’t mind this one, like the vertical lines
Interesting roof, setback, greenery, variability

60

Too ordinary design, no unifying theme. odd window
choices, voids of solid brick

Bland, 90s looking

No setback, generic/already
dated
Don’t like lack of setback, don’t
like accent of white, looks dated,
don’t like corner balcony
Like the glass door balcony,
a lot of glass provides natural
light and less use of light for
electricity
Too ordinary, massive & covers
the entire lot; seems pedantic,
as in no creativity to the design,
barrier wall is bad

Looks dated, don’t like horizontal division, too long,
repetitive

61

62

63

Great textures, good size, good variability, nice greenery
Not Shorewood, hate it
Doesn’t fit Shorewood, colors, too graphic/stark, too
modern

We like step backs
Too tall
Might work on Capitol, otherwise scale too big

Won’t age well - white, too many balconies
Too repetitive (balconies)

64

Results from Second Community
Workshop held May 4, 2022.
Images are organized in order
of their average score and
comments are the raw comments
recorded during the small group
discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image
when referencing with any
comments.

65
Cheap looking materials

66
Poor materials, don’t like color blocking (left and right
images)

67
Cheap windows
Too much residential for corridor

68
Poor fencing style, not connection to street, building feels
like a large wall, too long

Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

BOTTOM 8 GENERAL BUILDING IMAGES

69
Poor materials, don’t like color blocking
Not in Shorewood, materials/color bad, not classic

70
Good air around building
Like setback, traditional but in an OK way
Flat & featureless but the LCR and setbacks are winning
Setback, sedate color & materials, retro vibe, like window
symmetry
Flat, unarticulated, boring

71

72

Arresting architecture, rhythm of windows, roof line & entry
broken up by the red roof, setback & lot landscaping? is very
attractive for pedestrians
Like the color, like the lines
Love the red bold design, love the grass amt/compared to
street & building
Ground floor glass, modern but attractive lines, setback - grass
Too many gimmicks, modern look rating +4, not bulky, the red
adds color without it , it would be dull
I like the use of red, like the flat side with lots of windows adds
visual interest, use of grass setback
No, except streetscape, too boxy for Shorewood

76
73

74

Off-putting sidewalk experience
Like step backs and lighter color
Great step back, some green

Like green spaces and ground level balconies
Too much concrete, no joy, all windows too similar
Too hard on ground floor, not enough articulation

Barracks, hard, cold

Cold, hard, neutral, doesn’t scream anything

75
Too much brick at lower level, windows too high
Poor entrance, no connection to first floor

Terrible!
Bald, small windows, cheap
Too flat, looks cheap, not enough ___?, too much wall

STREETSCAPE
Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

TOP 9 STREETSCAPE IMAGES

(LAST 2 IMAGES ON THIS PAGE - 84 & 85 - TIED)

Pretty landscape,
durable materials
+ classic style
Color, glass allows
more use for
natural vs. artificial
light
Love vegetation,
setback is
[checkmark]

77

78

Good flow w/foot traffic, coordinates well w/building,
separation from foot traffic
Busy street, containment = safety

79
Outdoor eating space
Seating [checkmark], like gates, colors

80
Space for activation, walking/sitting, multiple entrances

84
81
Green space between street and sidewalk
Signage, greenery, correct scale

83

82
Cafe style eating, windows
Focused on gathering, pedestrians

Wine shop deck, Banded? courtyard/eating area, great
space for walking, multiple uses for courtyard
Mix of materials, color, interest, planters

Compact - cozy, even though
taller buildings light bounced off
buildings to make it feel brighter,
space between buildings
Ped friendly, seating permanent
(instead of parklet)

85
Very favorable, greenery,
outside seating, room for
pedestrians
Trees, place to hangout, prefer
street level seating

MID-RANKED STREETSCAPE IMAGES

86

87
88

Flowers, black makes them pop
Use of materials

91

92
Upper looks cheap, not durable, greener/good

90

89
No articulation in pavement
Awnings are okay, not in love it

93

Separate, not walkable

94
Good green!!

Like the shade
“Not everything
has to look like Ye
Olde Village”

95

96
Less parking, wish height/density

97

98
Did not like no windows and too much wall

Results from Second Community
Workshop held May 4, 2022.
Images are organized in order
of their average score and
comments are the raw comments
recorded during the small group
discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image
when referencing with any
comments.

Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

BOTTOM 8 STREETSCAPE IMAGES

99

100

Gate, could be shorter, bench would be nice

103

102

105

106

Ugly wide sidewalk
Weird drive in parking to Walgreen’s
Tight parking, nothing inside

104
No activity, big blank wall

101

Lacks greenery and no divide to street
Not designed for bike/ped/car traffic
Ugly behemoth, sterile color, mesh + stucco, poor facade

Bland, but glass lets in natural light
Awful, prison!
Too much wall, not enough ped windows
Not about people, no windows, benches
Needing greenery, color?
without new ____ends?

FACADE RENOVATIONS
Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.

TOP 8 FACADE RENOVATION IMAGES

Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

107
My favorite
Varied elements [checkmark], good building elements, fits
in space

108
Beautiful, unique, lots of design features
Like the color and sidewalk eating
Facade contributes to street

109
Like the historic look, yet modern windows; like the glass
Brick [checkmark], white contrast [checkmark]

110
Garden center, greenhouse at top, yellow brick, flowers,
glass again
Repurposed old building - well done, garden room on top,
pergola; warm glass, not solid slabs
Awesome! Great color! Too varying of style, like the “old”
with modern touch

111
Weaved basket with green, outdoor seating, entrance
handles

112
We like it!, greenery, glass, and outdoor seating

113
Big windows, big sidewalk, planting areas

114
Great kitsch!

Results from Second Community Workshop held May 4, 2022. Images are organized in
order of their average score and comments are the raw comments recorded during the
small group discussions during the meeting.
Please use number of image when referencing with any comments.

BOTTOM 8 FACADE RENOVATION IMAGES

115

116

117
Looks cheap, doesn’t look durable
Looks cheap

Like the planting and visual interest
Window storefronts
Cream city brick ties to history

119

120

Dull! Bleak! Bland!

Don’t like

Too boxy, no detailing in windows, flat, cold feeling

Don’t like the “screen” to “hide” building, scale doesn’t fit,
feels to modern for Shorewood

118
Bleak, awful, no grass, no setback, nothing interesting
Striped paint [checkmark], concrete wall

Directions Memo: Mapping
This interim memo outlines recommended draft zones and a draft zoning map
using the proposed zones. Building types and uses are defined for each zone.
The limits of the proposed rezoning includes only those parcels currently within
the boundaries of Shorewood's current B zones (B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, and B-5).

The new zoning code will include a new set of zoning
districts (usually referred to as zones), mapped primarily
along the village's commercial corridors, Oakland Avenue
and Capitol Drive.
Draft zones have been developed based upon the
existing building form and anticipated areas of change
within the next 10-15 years along the corridors. These
draft zones are outlined in greater detail at the end of
this memo, but the following provides a quick overview
of the 4 proposed zones:
MX requires the Storefront building, requiring retail,
service, and restaurant uses on the ground story
(residential and office above). Two versions of MX
allow different maximum heights based upon the
current zoning. (M refers to a Mix of uses vertically.)
CX allows the Storefront building (see above in MX)
as well as the more auto-focused Commercial Center
building. The Commercial Center allows a single-story,

Village of Shorewood: COMMERCIAL ZONING UPDATE

single-use building with drive-throughs or fueling
stations. (C refers to the single-use Commercial
allowance in this zone.)
GX requires the General building with residential
and office uses; however, a maximum of 25% of the
ground story may be retail, service, restaurant uses.
Storefronts are not required, but may be installed on
the ground story. Three versions of GX allow different
maximum heights based upon the current zoning
and the comprehensive plan update. (G refers to the
General building.)
RX allows both the General building and the Row
building, but is limited to only residential uses. (R
refers to the limitation on Residential uses.)
The X refers to the miXing aspect of either use (MX and
GX allows a mix of uses) or building form (RX allows a
mix of building forms). A draft zone map is provided on
the following pages.

1
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MAPPING GUIDELINES

The following provides general guidance, not hard and
fast rules, used when drafting the initial map for the new
zones. Refer to definitions on the following page.
EXISTING STOREFRONTS. Where storefront buildings
exist, especially historic buildings, zone to require
storefront buildings.
CONCENTRATING STOREFRONTS. Storefronts and
storefront types of uses should be intentionally

DEFINITIONS
HISTORIC BUILDINGS: The phrase "historic
buildings" in the following guidelines simply
refers to buildings developed prior to
approximately 1950. These buildings are
typically considered valuable in terms of their
quality and reference to the past.

PRIMARY STREETS: Primary streets
in Shorewood, for the purposes of the
commercial/mixed-use zones, are Oakland
Avenue and Capitol Drive. Buildings with a lot
line along either of these streets must face
those primary streets with front entrances and
windows, and driveways and vehicular access
should be prohibited. Further, Storefront
buildings are required to install storefront
glass in the ground story along the primary
street, but may treat a non-primary street with
a frontage similar to a General building.

In this case, the building along the primary street
(Capitol) is treated with storefront glass that turns the
corner approximately 30 feet. Morris Blvd. is treated
as a non-primary street, similar to the General building.
(Note that the level of ground-story transparency
between the storefront and the entrance along Morris
would not be allowed.)

2

concentrated or clustered to create walkable
shopping and entertainment districts or nodes along
the corridors, as opposed to allowing these uses to
occur anywhere along the corridor.
EXISTING RESIDENTIAL ON EDGE OF CORRIDOR. Where
multi-unit residential buildings exist, especially
historic buildings, located either off the corridor or
on the corridor but oriented to the side street, zone
these parcels RX to retain the residential buildings
and use.
EXISTING RESIDENTIAL ON THE CORRIDOR. Where
existing multi-unit residential buildings exist,
especially historic buildings, located on and oriented
to the primary corridors, zone to allow residential on
the ground floor.
SIMILAR ZONES SHOULD FACE EACH OTHER. Ideally, the
same zones should generally face each other across
streets, e.g. an MX zone should be across the street
from an MX zone. At intersections, at least 2 corners
should match.
BLOCK ENDS. Where multiple zones occur on one
block face, the more intense zones should be
located on block ends. For example, Storefront
buildings with retail and restaurant uses are more
intensive than residential or office uses, so MX
may be located on block corners with GX or RX in
between.
CHANGES IN ZONES. Changes in zone types should
generally occur at a rear lot line, at an alley, or at
corner parcels or corner sets of parcels (creating a
node).
SINGLE LOTS OF A DIFFERENT ZONE. Efforts are made to
create nodes or clusters of the same zones, based
upon the existing building form or use, or desired
development. However, a single lot that is zoned
differently from adjacent lots is acceptable, provided
there is clear reasoning behind the zone application.
For example, block ends may be zoned MX, requiring
storefronts and more intensive retail and restaurant
uses, leaving a single residential building zoned GX
in the middle (see the Annason on Capitol). Because
of our Block End guidance as well as the existing
building forms of the block, there is reasoning to
support this pattern.
These guidelines are simply guidance; other factors
may need to be considered during the mapping. The
purpose of this initial draft map is to draw out these
other factors and evolve both the map and the zone
regulations as needed.
June 23, 2022 | Directions Memo
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DRAFT ZONE MAP: Oakland North of Capitol
				Capitol West of Oakland
GLENDALE AVE

CRAMER ST

KENSINGTON BLVD

ZONES
MX1: Mixed-Use Storefront 1
MX2: Mixed-Use Storefront 2

LAKE BLUFF BLVD

CX: Commercial Storefront Mix
GX1: General Office-Residential Mix 1
GX2: General Office-Residential Mix 2

MARION ST

GX3: General Office-Residential Mix 3
RX: Residential Mix

OLIVE ST

Existing PDDs

BARTLETT ST

NEWHALL ST

LARKIN ST

ON
ILS

W

MORRIS BLVD

WOOD PL

JARVIS ST

DR

KENMORE PL

Environmental
regulations to be
transferred to an overlay
that applies to riverfront
parcels

SHOREWOOD BLVD

RRI
MO

3

LVD
SB
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MURRAY AVE

OAKLAND AVE

CAPITOL DR

BEVERLY RD

RX: Residential Mix
Existing PDDs

OLIVE Mapping
ST
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BARTLETT ST

DOWNER AVE

STOWELL AVE

FARWELL AVE
MARYLAND AVE

FREDERICK AVE

MURRAY AVE

OAKLAND AVE

CAPITOL DR

SHOREWOOD BLVD

SB

RRI

MO
LVD

ZONES

BEVERLY RD

MX1: Mixed-Use Storefront 1
MX2: Mixed-Use Storefront 2

NEWTON AVE

CX: Commercial Storefront Mix
GX1: General Office-Residential Mix 1

MENLO BLVD

GX2: General Office-Residential Mix 2
GX3: General Office-Residential Mix 3
RX: Residential Mix
Existing PDDs

EDGEWOOD AVE

4
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ND CT

KENMORE PL

PROSPECT AVE

NEWHALL ST

LARKIN ST

JARVIS ST

A
RICHL

MORRIS BLVD

DRAFT ZONE MAP: Oakland South of Capitol
WOOD PL
East of Oakland
				Capitol

MX ZONE: Mixed-Use Storefront
ALLOWED BUILDING TYPES
STOREFRONT BUILDING

4

COMMERCIAL CENTER
GENERAL BUILDING
ROW BUILDING

LOCATION

USES
• Retail, restaurant, service uses
on primary facade ground
stories
• Residential, office uses along
non-primary facades and in all
upper stories

The MX ZONE is for use in
locations where ground story
storefronts with retail, restaurant,
and service uses are REQUIRED.

KEY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
• High level of ground story STOREFRONT
GLASS required on primary street
facades
• In MX1, 2 to 4 stories allowed;
In MX2, 2 to 5 stories allowed
• Build-to zone & minimum streetwall
required along primary facades
• Multiple front entrances required at
sidewalk elevation
• Varied front facade setback with
courtyards, seating areas
• Varied roof articulation with step-backs,
different roof types

STOREFRONT BUILDINGS must be built up to the sidewalk with streetwalls along the primary street lot line. For
Shorewood, storefront building street facades will be required to be broken into segments with varied setbacks
on wider buildings and variety in building heights or roofs.

STOREFRONT GLASS required on the ground story of primary street facades (Oakland & Capitol) with retail,
restaurant, and service uses also required.

Village of Shorewood: COMMERCIAL ZONING UPDATE
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CX ZONE: Commercial Storefront Mix
ALLOWED BUILDING TYPES
STOREFRONT BUILDING
COMMERCIAL CENTER
GENERAL BUILDING
ROW BUILDING

4
4

LOCATION
The CX ZONE is for use in
locations where ground story
storefronts with retail, restaurant,
and service uses are required,
and AUTO-ORIENTED USES
(fueling stations and drivethroughs) are ALLOWED.

USES
• Auto-focused uses allowed in
Commercial Center building type
• Retail, restaurant, service uses on
primary ground stories
• Residential, office uses on nonprimary facades and upper stories

KEY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
• 2 to 5 stories for Storefront
building; 1-2 stories for
Commercial Center building
• High level of ground story
storefront glass required
• Multiple front entrances required
per building segment
• Drive-through facilities and
fueling stations allowed in the
rear or interior side; driveways
may not cross in front of building
• See design characteristics of
Storefront building in MX zone

In addition to the STOREFRONT BUILDING (see MX zone), COMMERCIAL CENTER buildings are allowed in the CX
zone. Commercial Centers allow single-use, single-story commercial buildings with a lower level of streetwall
and that accommodate vehicular parking as well as pedestrian and bicycle access. A portion of the building
must be built close to the sidewalk with patios and landscape areas incorporated. See below for drive-through
facilities and fueling stations.

DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES and FUELING STATIONS are allowed only in the CX zone. Specific design standards for
their location on the lot will be defined.

6
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GX ZONES: General Office-Residential Mix
ALLOWED BUILDING TYPES
STOREFRONT BUILDING
COMMERCIAL CENTER
GENERAL BUILDING
ROW BUILDING

4

LOCATION
The GX ZONE is for use in
locations where residential and
office uses are allowed on the
ground story and storefronts are
not required.

USES
• Residential, office uses are
allowed in all stories
• Service uses are allowed in the
ground story
• Retail and restaurant uses are
limited to no more than 25% of
the ground story

KEY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
• In GX1, 2 to 4 stories allowed;
In GX2, 2 to 5 stories allowed;
In GX3, 2 to 6 stories allowed
• Build-to zone & minimum streetwall
required along primary facades with
small landscape yard required in front
• The same minimum amount of
windows required on all stories
• Ground story may be elevated above
sidewalk with a basement level
• Varied front facade setback with
courtyards, seating areas
• Varied roof articulation with stepbacks, different roof types

Similar to Storefront buildings, GENERAL BUILDINGS must be built close to the sidewalk with streetwalls along
the primary street lot line; however, landscape areas and courtyards are be required for wider buildings. For
Shorewood, street facades will be required to be broken into segments with varied setbacks on wider buildings
and variety in building heights or roofs.

GROUND STORY design on General buildings is more flexible than for Storefront buildings, and may include
residential, office, or service uses with. Higher levels of glass may be incorporated, but are not required, and
retail and restaurant is limited to no more than 25% of the building footprint.

Village of Shorewood: COMMERCIAL ZONING UPDATE
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RX ZONE: Residential Mix
ALLOWED BUILDING TYPES
STOREFRONT BUILDING
COMMERCIAL CENTER
GENERAL BUILDING
ROW BUILDING

4
4

LOCATION
The RX ZONE is for use in
locations where existing
residential uses exist either
along the southern portion
of Oakland or as transitional
buildings between Oakland and
the neighborhoods. The intent
is to preserve existing affordable
residential buildings.

USES
• Residential (multi-unit (3 or
more units)) only
• Home occupation accessory
uses as currently allowed
(conditional use)

KEY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
• 2 to 4 stories
• Entrances located off the primary sidewalk
• Varied front facade setback with
courtyards, seating, yard areas
• The same minimum amount of windows
required on all stories
• Ground story may be elevated above
sidewalk with a basement level
• Varied roof articulation with step-backs,
different roof types
• Smaller width buildings may be required in
this zone to transition between the corridor
buildings and the adjacent neighborhoods

The RX zone is intended for use where residential buildings already exist in current B zones with limited
possibility for change in the near future. The parcels include the residential buildings south of Capitol on
Oakland, those located one parcel off of Oakland, and those with their entrances facing other streets. The
purpose of this zone it to allow only residential uses in these locations and limit the impacts on adjacent
residential houses, and is consistent with the goal of preserving existing affordable housing.

Similar to the GX zones, the RX allows the GENERAL BUILDING, as well as the ROW BUILDING (above, right). The
Row building is similar to the General building, but requires vertically oriented attached units with the ground
story accessed directly off the front sidewalk.
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